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What is DJIN ?



A tool developed here at CDS

● Software designed in 2008 and 
updated in 2019

● Automatic recognition of 
object names in literature

● Helps the documentalists in 
the analysis of articles



How does it work ?

● DJIN reads XCDS files* directly 
from the Bibliography Center 
Supervisor (BCS)

● With the use of the Dictionary 
of Nomenclature it detects 
object names 

* XCDS is a format created specially for DJIN and our use





We get xml files from IOP and transform them into 
XCDS with the BCS





DJIN can now access the XCDS files directly from the BCS





The analysis is made and SIMBAD is updated





● We start by entering the code of the article 
(bibcode) 

● DJIN will then fetch the article from the 
BCS



DJIN finds a list of 
potential names from:

Formats of the 
Dictionary of 
Nomenclature

Formats added 
manually 

Regular expressions 
added manually



The list is cleaned up by 
the documentalist 

We added the regular 
expressions :
 ‘machine-readable’ and 
‘data behind figures’ 
specifically for the AAS 
journals 



We inform the VizieR 
team that they have work 
to do for that article



We can create objects and/or add data in 
SIMBAD directly from DJIN



Once everything is ready DJIN will run a 
script to update SIMBAD with all the 
objects we selected



SIMBAD is now updated

The analysis of the article is over for 
the DJIN team



DJIN adds metadata to the objects : 
Obj tags → place in the article (title, abstract, keywords, text, table, caption …)
Obj count → number occurrences of the object in the article
Raw id → the way(s) the object is written in the article 



All metadata can be 
updated/changed if 
necessary

Raw Id is used in SIMBAD 
to make objects in titles 
clickable

The Raw Ids have become 
an essential part of 
objects identification



obj count and obj tags together 
create a score for one object in one 
article

This score is used to sort references 
of an object by relevance






